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Key Points:

• Non-ideal mixing increases stress-induced composition changes in minerals
by up to an order of magnitude compared to ideal mixing.

• All pertinent solid solution endmembers should be considered to determine
how stress changes affect the composition of each endmember.

• Stress-induced composition effects are likely to develop in hot, dry rocks
comprising strong minerals such as lower crustal granulites.

Abstract

Mineral compositions are used to infer pressures, temperatures, and timescales
of geological processes. The thermodynamic techniques underlying these infer-
ences assume a uniform, constant pressure. Nonetheless, convergent margins
generate significant non-hydrostatic (unequal) stresses, violating the uniform
pressure assumption and creating uncertainty. Materials scientists F. Larché
and J. Cahn derived an equation suitable for non-hydrostatically stressed ge-
ologic environments that links stress and equilibrium composition in elastic,
multi-component crystals. However, previous works have shown that for bi-
nary solid solutions with ideal mixing behavior, hundreds of MPa to GPa-level
stresses are required to shift mineral compositions by a few hundredths of a mole
fraction, limiting the equation’s applicability. Here, we apply Larché and Cahn’s
equation to garnet, clinopyroxene, and plagioclase solid solutions, incorporating
for the first time non-ideal mixing behavior and more than two endmembers.
We show that non-ideal mixing increases predicted stress-induced composition
changes by up to an order of magnitude. Further, incorporating additional solid
solution endmembers changes the predicted stress-induced composition shifts of
the other endmembers being considered. Finally, we demonstrate that Larché
and Cahn’s approach yields positive entropy production, a requirement for any
real process to occur. Our findings reveal that stresses between tens and a few
hundred MPa can shift mineral compositions by several hundredths of a mole
fraction. Consequently, mineral compositions could plausibly be used to infer
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stress states. We suggest that stress-composition effects could develop via in-
tracrystalline diffusion in any high-grade metamorphic setting, but are most
likely in hot, dry, and strong rocks such as lower crustal granulites.

Plain Language Summary

The chemical compositions of many minerals found in rocks are sensitive to the
pressure and temperature conditions at which the minerals form. Thus, we can
use mineral compositions to deduce the formation conditions of rocks, giving
us insights into important geological processes such as the global carbon cycle
and continent formation. The techniques we use to determine these conditions
assume that pressure is equal in all directions. However, minerals sometimes
form in settings where there is significantly more pressure, or stress, in one
direction than another due to, for example, colliding tectonic plates. As a result,
there is uncertainty as to how to interpret the compositions of such minerals. In
this work, we apply a theory developed by materials scientists that provides a
way to quantify the expected compositions of different types of minerals based
on the directions and magnitudes of stresses. This approach will enable us to
use mineral compositions to learn more about the pressure and stress conditions
in important geological settings such as within subduction zones and mountain
belts.

1. Introduction

Equilibrium thermodynamics provide a powerful tool for studying lithospheric
processes. Thermodynamic models such as pseudosections, for example, can be
used to make predictions of where metamorphic reactions occur in the Earth.
This in turn can be used to model large-scale processes such as element cycling
(e.g., Evans & Powell, 2015; Kerrick & Connolly, 2001; Li et al., 2020; Stewart
& Ague, 2018) and mantle dynamics (e.g., Holland et al., 2013; Poli & Schmidt,
2002).

However, there is a fundamental concern regarding the role of unequal (or
non-hydrostatic) stresses in equilibrium thermodynamic treatments. Elastic
solids can support non-hydrostatic stresses, leading to the possibility of unequal
stresses at mechanical equilibrium. Gibbs free energy minimization techniques
inherent in geothermobarometry and pseudosection modeling are predicated on
the assumption that solid stresses are uniform and hydrostatic (i.e., constant
pressure) in a system. However, mounting evidence indicates that domains of
non-lithostatic pressure may occur in convergent margins (e.g., Chu et al., 2017;
Li et al., 2010; Tajčmanová et al., 2015; Vrijmoed & Podladchikov, 2015; Zuza
et al., 2020). Moreover, these margins are also subject to ubiquitous deviatoric
stresses on the order of 10s to 100s of MPa (e.g., Gerya, 2015; Molnar & Eng-
land, 1993; Jamtveit et al., 2019; Schmalholz et al., 2014a; Stüwe & Sandiford,
1994). Some models even suggest deviatoric stresses as much as or exceeding
1 GPa, at least locally (e.g., Babeyko & Sobolev, 2008; Burg & Gerya, 2005;
Burov & Yamato, 2008; Gerya, 2015; Schmalholz et al., 2014b).

There has been long-standing discussion regarding the thermodynamic treat-
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ment of non-hydrostatically stressed geological systems (e.g., Bruton &
Helgeson, 1983; Dahlen, 1992; Green, 1980; Kamb, 1959, 1961; MacDonald,
1957, 1960; Paterson, 1973; Robin, 1978; Verhoogen, 1951). More recently,
considerable vigorous and productive debate has focused on the role of non-
hydrostatic stress during metamorphism (Connolly, 2009; Hobbs & Ord, 2016,
2017; Moulas et al., 2019a, 2019b; Powell et al., 2018; Tajčmanová et al., 2014,
2015, 2021; Wheeler, 2014, 2018, 2020). This debate is essential to pursue, as
non-hydrostatic stress is likely widespread in active tectonic margins.

We posit that since Gibbsian equilibrium thermodynamics underlies many of our
petrological techniques, the best way forward is to use a theory that is based
solidly on, and is completely consistent with, Gibbs (1878). The derivations of
materials scientists Larché and Cahn (1973, 1978a, 1978b, 1982, 1985) provide
this framework. This remarkable body of work (referred to as “Larché-Cahn
theory” herein) has been used, for example, to explore the effects of stress on
mineral interface stability (e.g., Hess & Ague, 2021; Powell et al., 2018; Wheeler,
2014, 2018).

Herein, we focus on how Larché-Cahn theory can be used to calculate com-
positions of non-hydrostatically stressed, multi-component minerals. Larché
and Cahn (1973, 1985) derive a powerful equation (referred to herein as the
“Larché-Cahn equation”) that allows for the equilibrium composition of multi-
component elastic solids to be calculated as a function of stress. This is illus-
trated by the recent studies of Powell et al. (2018) and Wheeler (2018), which
use the Larché-Cahn equation to calculate expected stress-induced composition
changes in minerals. Wheeler (2018) demonstrates that structurally anisotropic
minerals will have different compositions depending on their orientations under
non-hydrostatic stress. Consequently, variations in mineral compositions could
potentially be used to infer the stresses under which they equilibrated. How-
ever, both the results of Wheeler (2018) and Powell et al. (2018) indicate that
hundreds of MPa to several GPa of applied stress would be needed to induce a
few hundredths of a mole fraction shift in the compositions of common minerals
such as plagioclase or pyroxene. The necessity of such large stresses raises the
question of whether non-hydrostatic stress can have an appreciable effect on
metamorphic mineral compositions.

On the other hand, there are important aspects of mineral solid solutions that
have not yet been considered. Specifically, works to date assume ideal mixing
and model solid solutions with a maximum of only two components. This repre-
sents an important gap in knowledge, as many common solid solutions, such as
garnet, are highly non-ideal and consist of more than two components. These
considerations have been shown to be important in materials science (e.g., King
et al., 1991; Larché & Cahn, 1978a; Voorhees & Johnson, 2004), and are likely
to be important in minerals as well. Furthermore, because the stress-induced
composition changes we consider are achieved via the irreversible process of
intracrystalline diffusion, it must be shown that the requirements of negative
free energy change and positive entropy production are satisfied in order for the
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application of Larché-Cahn theory to be valid.

In this study, we apply the Larché-Cahn equation to mineral solid solutions with
non-ideal mixing behaviors and with more than two endmembers for the first
time. Our results show that when non-ideal activity is included, the expected
stress-induced composition changes can increase by up to an order of magnitude
relative to the assumption of ideal mixing behavior. As such, only stresses on
the order of tens to a few hundred MPa may be needed to shift compositions by
several hundredths of a mole fraction in minerals such as garnet, plagioclase and
clinopyroxene. Consequently, the possibility of using mineral compositions to
infer stress conditions becomes more plausible. In addition, we show that when
more than two endmembers are considered in a solid solution, the expected
magnitudes and even the directions of composition change for individual end-
members can vary significantly. As a result, it is critical to consider all major
endmembers in a mineral to predict stress-induced composition changes. Fi-
nally, we demonstrate that the composition change predicted by Larché-Cahn
theory satisfies the requirements of negative free energy change and positive
entropy production, as required for any real process.

2. Larché-Cahn theory

The work of Larché and Cahn (1973, 1978a, 1978b, 1982, 1985) has been hailed
as “a milestone of 20th century thermodynamics” (Shi et al., 2018). It has been
applied successfully to the study of epitaxial thin films (e.g., Guyer & Voorhees,
1996; Lian et al., 2021; Spencer et al., 1991; Wang et al., 2006), lithium ion
batteries (e.g., Bower et al., 2011; Cui et al., 2012; Meca et al., 2016; Sethuraman
et al., 2010; Shi et al., 2018), and coherent precipitates in alloys (e.g., Kamachali
et al., 2014, 2018; Schwarze et al., 2017; Voorhees & Johnson, 1989). Here we
briefly review the key concepts that underlie our work, noting that other recent
studies also discuss these concepts from a variety of perspectives (e.g., Powell
et al., 2018, 2019; Voorhees & Johnson, 2004; Wheeler, 2018).

Larché and Cahn provide a precise definition for a solid via their network model,
which requires a solid to have a definite structure with discrete sites (e.g., a
crystal lattice). The network can be modified at interfaces through dissolution
and precipitation or at dislocations. Otherwise, the network is constant and
exists regardless of the species occupying individual network sites (Fig. 1). For
example, the 8-fold coordinated sites in the crystalline structure of a garnet
exist whether they are occupied by Fe2+, Mg2+, etc.

The network holds that for a solid with N substitutional species, only 𝑁 − 1
species are independent. For example, in a binary solid, if one species is removed
from a lattice site, in order to preserve the lattice network, it must be replaced
by another species or a vacancy (Fig. 1b). Therefore, when mole fractions of
𝑁 − 1 species are defined, the mole fraction of the N th species is determined.
The N th species is arbitrarily chosen and is termed the “dependent” species.
Additional charge balance considerations must also be made for ionic solids.
Since there are only 𝑁 − 1 independent species in a multi-component solid, the
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number of moles of one species cannot be varied without also changing the num-
ber of moles of at least one other species. Consequently, Larché and Cahn (1973,
1978b, 1985) define a new thermodynamic potential for solids that incorporates
this additional compositional constraint. We refer to this thermodynamic poten-
tial as “relative chemical potential” after Gurtin et al. (2010). Relative chemical
potential defines the change in energy resulting from the exchange of one species
in a solid with another. The relative chemical potential has also been called the
diffusion potential (Larché & Cahn, 1985, with symbol M), the chemical poten-
tial of exchange endmembers (Powell et al., 2018), or the chemical potential of
an exchange vector (Wheeler, 2018).

As an example, suppose two garnets are composed of pyrope and almandine and
are hydrostatically stressed. If the garnets exchange components via diffusion
(e.g., pyrope for almandine), then the energy change in that exchange can be
defined by the difference in chemical potentials of the endmembers:

𝜇𝑃𝑦−𝐴𝑙𝑚 = 𝜇Py − 𝜇Alm

where 𝜇𝑃𝑦−𝐴𝑙𝑚 is the relative chemical potential defined by the change in energy
resulting from adding pyrope (Py) and removing almandine (Alm) in a garnet,
and 𝜇 is the Gibbsian chemical potential of either pyrope or almandine. Note,
however, that when minerals are non-hydrostatically stressed, relative chemical
potential is not in general equal to the difference in endmember chemical poten-
tials (Larché & Cahn, 1973, 1985) because chemical potential cannot be used to
define equilibrium within non-hydrostatically stressed solids (Gibbs, 1878; Hess
& Ague, 2021; Kamb, 1961; Wheeler, 2018).

Using the network model and relative chemical potential, Larché and Cahn
(1973, 1978b) employ the same variational calculus approach of Gibbs (1878)
to derive general equilibrium conditions for multi-component, elastic solids un-
der non-hydrostatic stress. They show that the interior of a non-hydrostatically
stressed multi-component solid is at chemical equilibrium when all relative chem-
ical potentials are uniform. The requirement of uniform relative chemical po-
tentials indicates that chemical equilibrium is achieved when the overall system
energy cannot be reduced by further exchange of species between the solid and
the surrounding system or within the solid itself. Additionally, when the stress
state is hydrostatic, the relative chemical potentials in a solid simplify to the dif-
ferences in Gibbsian chemical potentials (Larché & Cahn, 1985) and the classical
equilibrium conditions derived by Gibbs (1878) are recovered.

3. Methods

3.1. The Larché-Cahn equation

From their equilibrium conditions, Larché and Cahn (1973, 1985) define a new
Maxwell relationship that applies to relative chemical potential. The detailed
steps of how they arrive at this relationship are given by Voorhees and Johnson
(2004). The relationship is (after Larché & Cahn, 1985, eq. 4.13):
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( 𝜕𝜇𝐼−𝐾
𝜕𝜎ij

)
𝑋,𝜎𝑘𝑙≠𝑖𝑗

= −𝑉0 ( 𝜕𝜀ij
𝜕𝑋𝐼−𝐾

)
𝑋𝐽≠𝐼,𝐾 ,𝜎

ij

#(1)where 𝜇𝐼−𝐾 is the relative

chemical potential between species I and dependent species K (J mol-1), �ij is
the stress tensor (Pa) where ij follows indicial notation, X is mole fraction, 𝑉0
is the molar volume of the solid in at the reference pressure and temperature
(m3 mol-1), �ij is the strain tensor, 𝑋𝐼−𝐾 is the mole fraction of I assuming
dependent species K, and 𝑋𝐽 is the mole fraction of all other independent
species which are not I or K.

Equation (1) relates stress, strain, composition, and relative chemical potential
in multi-component minerals. To use it quantitatively, Larché and Cahn (1973)
apply Hooke’s Law of linear elasticity and integrate the resulting expression
from a reference pressure to a stress of interest along a constant temperature
and composition path (after Larché & Cahn, 1985):

𝜇𝐼−𝐾 (𝜎ij, 𝑋𝐼−𝐾) = 𝜇∗
𝐼(𝑃 ) − 𝜇∗

𝐾(𝑃 ) + 𝑅𝑇 ln ( 𝑎𝐼
𝑎𝐾

) − 𝑉0
𝜕𝜀𝑐

ij
𝜕𝑋𝐼−𝐾

(𝜎ij + 𝑃𝛿ij)

− 𝑉0
2

𝜕𝑆ijkl
𝜕𝑋𝐼−𝐾

(𝜎ij𝜎kl − 𝑃 2𝛿ij𝛿kl) #(2)where 𝜇𝐼−𝐾 (𝜎ij, 𝑋𝐼−𝐾) is the relative chem-
ical potential (J mol-1) between independent species I and dependent species
K at given stress, 𝜎ij, and composition, 𝑋𝐼−𝐾 ; 𝜇∗(𝑃 ) is the Gibbsian chemical
potential (J mol-1) of pure species I or K defined at a reference pressure, P (Pa),
and temperature, T (K); R is the ideal gas constant (J mol-1 K-1); 𝑎 is the
activity of species I or K; 𝑉0 is the molar volume of the solid in at the reference
pressure and temperature (m3 mol-1); 𝜀𝑐

ij is the composition strain (unitless); 𝛿ij
is the Kronecker delta; and 𝑆ijkl is the compliance tensor (Pa-1).

Equation (2) (the “Larché-Cahn equation”) is a powerful result that allows for
the calculation of equilibrium compositions and stresses in non-hydrostatically
stressed minerals. It can be used to both calculate expected compositions given
applied stresses (as we do in this work), and, in future applications, calculate
stresses given measured mineral compositions.

The Larché-Cahn equation is fully and readily solvable given the wealth of
available data for mineral thermodynamic properties (e.g., Green et al., 2016;
Holland et al., 2021; Holland & Powell, 2011; White et al., 2014) and mate-
rial properties (e.g., Brown et al., 2016; Holland & Powell, 2011; Zhao et al.,
1997, 1998). The chemical potential terms are defined using standard Gibbs free
energy calculations at any desired reference pressure and temperature (e.g., Hol-
land & Powell, 2011), and activities are calculated using known activity models.
The tensor that describes the change in strain energy with composition change,

𝜕𝜀𝑐
ij

𝜕𝑋𝐼−𝐾
(denoted �ij by Larché and Cahn (1985)), can be determined from known

crystal lattice parameters. Wheeler (2018) refers to this tensor as “partial mo-
lar strain” and provides a thorough exposition for calculating it in Appendix
S3 of the same work. Additionally, simplifications can often be made to the
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Larché-Cahn equation such as assuming that the elastic constants do not vary
with composition. This assumption is often valid to first order, and we make it
in the remainder of this paper for simplicity. As a consequence, the last term
in equation (2) drops out, and the Larché-Cahn equation simplifies to:

𝜇𝐼−𝐾 (𝜎ij, 𝑋𝐼−𝐾) = 𝜇∗
𝐼(𝑃 ) − 𝜇∗

𝐾(𝑃 ) + 𝑅𝑇 ln ( 𝑎𝐼
𝑎𝐾

) − 𝑉0𝜂𝐼−𝐾
ij (𝜎ij + 𝑃𝛿ij) #(3)

noting that 𝜂𝐼−𝐾
ij has now replaced 𝜕𝜀𝑐

ij
𝜕𝑋𝐼−𝐾

.

3.2. Solving the Larché-Cahn equation

Herein, we are primarily interested in showing how composition can be calcu-
lated given a specific stress tensor. Therefore, we will assume that the reference
pressure and the final stress tensor are defined variables. To determine the di-
rection and magnitude of the effect of stress on the composition, we hold the
relative chemical potentials of the system constant. However, we note that since
the relative chemical potential is a state function, it need not be fixed in a natu-
ral system. Choosing to hold the relative chemical potential constant, therefore,
is simply a matter of convenience for our analysis. By fixing the relative chem-
ical potential, we can use the Larché-Cahn equation to numerically determine
the composition as a function of stress.

Solving the Larché-Cahn equation is relatively straightforward for ideal binary
solid solutions (e.g., Larché & Cahn, 1985; Powell et al., 2018; Wheeler, 2018).
For a specified stress state, reference pressure, and relative chemical potential,
the composition that satisfies equation (3) is the solution. Here, however, we
consider non-ideal mixing behavior which adds additional complexity. An ac-
tivity model must be used to transform compositions to activities in order to
find the composition that satisfies equation (3). Example calculations for two
non-ideal binary solid solutions are provided in Supporting Information S1.

In addition, we also consider solid solutions with more than two endmembers for
the first time. For each additional endmember, another relative chemical poten-
tial must be defined. This means that the Larché-Cahn equation must be solved
for each relative chemical potential simultaneously, defining a system of equa-
tions. Finding the composition and corresponding activities that then satisfies
all equations is not trivial and typically requires an optimization method. We
employ maximum likelihood estimation (e.g., Myung, 2003) to find the mineral
composition that satisfies all relative chemical potentials simultaneously.

4. Results

The results of this section predict how the composition of mineral grains change
with applied stress relative to a hydrostatic reference pressure.

4.1. Illustrative example
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One method for solving equation (3) is to stipulate that the relative chemical
potentials of the surroundings are constant. This applies, for example, when the
surroundings are sufficiently large and homogeneous such that diffusive exchange
between the stressed mineral and the surroundings will not significantly alter
the relative chemical potentials of the surroundings. In this way, the surround-
ings act as a chemical reservoir. A chemical reservoir could take the form of
other minerals in the rock matrix, intergranular films, or fluids. In dry systems,
structural impediments to interface motion (e.g., the movement of steps at solid-
solid interfaces) would allow for diffusion through grain boundaries (and thus
uniform relative chemical potentials) without interface migration. If present,
however, fluids are more likely to drive interface evolution which is discussed in
section 5.4. But for simplicity, the interfaces are assumed to be stationary in
our first example which is schematic and intended only to illustrate how stress
and composition interact (Fig. 2).

Let us consider a garnet composed only of pyrope and grossular that is hy-
drostatically stressed and in equilibrium with a chemical reservoir that fixes the
relative chemical potentials of the system (Fig. 2a). Suppose that a compressive
uniaxial stress is uniformly applied to the entire garnet (Fig. 2b). The relative
chemical potential increases because the stress adds strain energy to the garnet.
But since the surroundings have fixed relative chemical potentials, the garnet
can reduce the strain energy by exchanging the larger grossular component for
the smaller pyrope component via diffusion (Fig. 2c). The tendency for species
with smaller volumes to diffuse toward regions of higher compressive stress to
reduce strain energy is an oft-cited phenomenon referred to as the Gorsky effect
(Gorsky, 1935). The Gorsky effect is commonly observed, for example, in inter-
stitial hydrogen diffusion in stressed alloys (e.g., Fukai et al., 1985; Pálsson et
al., 2012; Schaumann et al., 1968, 1970; Shi et al., 2018; Völkl, 1972). Equation
(3) indicates that this diffusive exchange will occur until the decrease in strain
energy exactly balances the increase in chemical energy. At this point, the rela-
tive chemical potential between pyrope and grossular is once more equal to the
relative chemical potential of the surroundings (Fig. 2d).

Quantitatively, for example, let the initial garnet composition be XPy = 0.8,
the temperature be 600 oC, and the pressure be 1 GPa (Fig. 2a). Let us
assume that the final applied stress is -0.5 GPa (a negative stress is compressive
by convention; Fig. 2b). Assuming that the relative chemical potential remains
constant, we solve equation (3) to find that the new composition of the garnet is
XPy = 0.851 (Fig. 2d). Supporting Information S1 provides a detailed solution
of this problem.

4.2. Composition changes in binary solid solutions

Using the same logic of a chemical reservoir, we solve equation (3) assuming a
fixed relative chemical potential for four common metamorphic mineral binary
solid solutions: pyrope-almandine (Py–Alm) and pyrope–grossular (Py–Grs) in
garnet, jadeite-diopside (Jd–Di) in clinopyroxene, and anorthite–albite (An–Ab)
in plagioclase (Fig. 3). We have incorporated structural anisotropy and consider
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both ideal solid solution mixing (Fig. 3a) and non-ideal mixing (Fig. 3b).

For ideal mixing, the Py–Grs binary has a significantly larger composition
change as a function of stress than does the Py–Alm binary (Fig. 3a). This re-
sults from the larger molar volume difference between Py–Grs endmembers than
between Py–Alm. The difference in stress-induced composition changes between
the two binaries becomes more pronounced when non-ideal mixing behavior is
considered. While the Py–Alm solid solution is nearly ideal, the Py–Grs solid
solution is highly non-ideal (Berman, 1990; Ganguly et al., 1996; White et al.,
2014). Thus, the Py–Alm binary composition change remains virtually the same
compared to the ideal case whereas the Py–Grs composition change increases
by a factor of about 3.5 compared to the ideal case (Fig. 3b). Non-ideal mix-
ing likewise increases the predicted composition change by up to 5 to 10 times
for the Jd–Di and An–Ab binaries, respectively, compared to assuming ideal
mixing.

In addition to molar volume differences and mixing behaviors, crystal symmetry
is important (Wheeler, 2018). As garnet is an isotropic mineral, it does not
matter which axis stress is applied to; the predicted composition change is the
same regardless. In contrast, clinopyroxene and plagioclase are structurally
anisotropic. Consequently, the predicted composition change depends on which
crystallographic axis stress is applied to for the Jd–Di and An–Ab solid solutions.
For example, stress applied to the b-axis of omphacite leads to a greater increase
in XJd compared to the a-axis. In addition, different axes can even lead to
opposite directions of composition change. For example, if stress is applied to
the c-axis of omphacite, XJd will decrease.

4.3. Composition change in ternary and higher solid solutions

The Larché-Cahn equation can be used to determine the composition in solid
solutions with an arbitrary number of components if the stress state and relative
chemical potentials are specified. When there are more than two components,
a relative chemical potential must be defined for each independent endmember
and the arbitrarily chosen dependent endmember. For example, if the common
garnet quaternary system pyrope–almandine–grossular–spessartine (Py–Alm–
Grs–Sps) is considered, then there will be three relative chemical potentials
between three of the endmembers and the chosen fourth endmember. For any
given stress state, the composition that satisfies all of the relative chemical
potential values simultaneously is the equilibrium composition.

Here we show the resulting composition change in a garnet with a reference
composition of XPy = XAlm = 0.45 and XGrs = XSps = 0.05 and reference
conditions of 1 GPa and 600 oC (Fig. 4). As compressive stress is applied,
XPy increases while XAlm, XGrs, and XSps decrease. The trends are opposite
for extensional stress. The composition change is greatest for the Py and Grs
components as they have the largest molar volume difference and the most non-
ideal mixing behavior (Holland & Powell, 2011; White et al., 2014).

5. Discussion
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By examining the change between a reference pressure and a final stress state,
we are able to make predictions about the compositions of minerals under non-
hydrostatic stress (Fig. 2–4). Our results build on the previous work of Powell
et al. (2018) and Wheeler (2018) in important ways by incorporating not only
structural anisotropy, but for the first time, non-ideal mixing and solid solutions
with more than two endmembers. Considering non-ideal mixing behavior can
give rise to significantly larger stress-induced compositional shifts compared to
the assumption of ideal mixing. Further, including additional endmembers in a
solid solution can change both the predicted magnitude and even direction of
composition change in each individual endmember. Consequently, incorporating
both non-ideal mixing and all major endmembers in a solid solution is essential
for modeling stress-induced composition changes.

5.1. Effects of non-ideal mixing

Powell et al. (2018) and Wheeler (2018) have used the Larché-Cahn equation
with constant relative chemical potential to predict composition changes in ideal
binary solid solutions. When ideal mixing behavior is assumed, the difference
in expected composition changes between different solid solution binaries is due
solely to the difference in endmember molar volumes for isotropic solids and unit
cell dimensions for anisotropic solids (Fig. 3a). Powell et al. (2018), for example,
calculate the expected composition change in plagioclase feldspar assuming it
to be both isotropic and ideal at a reference temperature of 650 oC and 0.8
GPa. They find that by increasing the mean stress by 330 MPa (i.e., adding
330 MPa to the three principal stresses), the expected composition change is
0.0035 mole fraction. Wheeler (2018) arrives at a comparable result. At 500 oC
and atmospheric pressure, Wheeler calculates that a 2 GPa increase in mean
stress is required to change the mole fraction of plagioclase by 0.02.

However, solid solutions that have large molar volumes differences typically also
have highly non-ideal behavior such as the garnet, plagioclase, and clinopyroxene
solid solutions we consider here (Green et al., 2016; Holland & Powell, 2003;
White et al., 2014). Considering non-ideality can thus have substantially larger
effects than the difference in unit cell dimensions (Fig. 3b). Non-ideal mixing
with positive deviations from ideality (as is the case for the solid solutions
considered in this work) acts to decrease the change in chemical energy with
composition change. Thus, additional composition change is required to balance
the imposed strain energy from an applied stress compared to the assumption
of ideality.

The effects of non-ideal mixing increase the expected composition change by
up to an order of magnitude depending on how close the composition is to a
solvus (Larché & Cahn, 1978a, 1985). For example, the Jd–Di binary at 750
oC with a composition of XJd = 0.37 is near a solvus (Green et al., 2016).
Consequently, when non-ideal mixing is incorporated, the predicted change in
XJd with applied stress near the solvus is approximately 5 times greater than
predicted when ideal mixing behavior is assumed. Thus, for binaries such as in
omphacite and plagioclase which have highly non-ideal behavior, incorporating
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these effects is important, especially for compositions near a solvus.

5.2. Effects of structural anisotropy

Crystallographic symmetry determines the strain energy imparted by non-
hydrostatic stress as a function of orientation. For cubic minerals such as
garnet, the orientation of the mineral in a stress field does not matter; the
amount of strain imparted by an applied stress will always be the same. Thus,
Fig. 3 need not specify to which axis the stress is applied. This also means
that applying 300 MPa stress to one crystallographic axis of a garnet adds the
same strain energy as applying 100 MPa to all three axes. Consequently, the
equilibrium composition of an isotropic mineral is a function of the mean stress.
This means that the strain energy of a non-hydrostatically stressed isotropic
mineral is equivalent to the strain energy of the same mineral at a hydrostatic
stress equal to the mean stress. Since under hydrostatic stress the relative
chemical potential of a solid is equivalent to the difference in endmember
chemical potentials, the relative chemical potential of an isotropic solid under
non-hydrostatic stress is always equal to the difference in chemical potentials
of the endmembers (i.e., 𝜇𝐼−𝐾 = 𝜇𝐼 − 𝜇𝐾) defined at a pressure equal to the
mean stress (Larché & Cahn, 1985). However, this is not generally true for
anisotropic minerals.

When a structurally anisotropic mineral is considered (e.g., clinopyroxene or pla-
gioclase), mineral orientation can have an appreciable effect on expected com-
position change and relative chemical potential. For example, Wheeler (2018)
incorporates structural anisotropy and shows that if a change in stress is applied
to only one axis of plagioclase, the expected composition change is significantly
larger compared to when stress is applied uniformly to all crystallographic axes.
The substantial difference is due to the opposite slope directions of the a- and  b -
axes compared to the c-axis; when stress is applied equally to all three axes, the
predicted increase in XAn from the c-axis competes against the decrease in XAn
from the a- and b-axes, resulting in a considerably more modest change than a
uniaxial stress applied to any one axis predicts (Fig. 3). We show that a similar
behavior is predicted in the Jd-Di binary (Fig. 3; Zhao et al., 1997, 1998). Thus,
for both omphacite and plagioclase, non-hydrostatic stress could either increase
or decrease the composition, depending on the mineral orientation.

Composition being a function of orientation has two important implications.
First, this indicates that the mean stress cannot be used to determine the com-
position of anisotropic minerals under stress. Likewise, the relative chemical
potential is no longer equal to the difference in endmember chemical potentials
at a pressure equal to the mean stress since orientation must also be considered
(i.e., 𝜇𝐼−𝐾 ≠ 𝜇𝐼 − 𝜇𝐾). Second, Wheeler (2018) notes that composition differ-
ences between solid solution minerals in equilibrium could be used to infer the
stresses under which they equilibrated (i.e., be used as “paleopiezometers”). As
such, if the compositions and orientations of many mineral grains are known,
equation (3) could be used to calculate the stress. Consequently, this would
allow for a novel type of geobarometer wherein a single type of mineral (e.g.,
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omphacite or plagioclase) could be used to calculate not only a pressure value,
but the true principal stress values.

Previous studies demonstrated that when ideal mixing behavior is assumed,
stresses on the order of hundreds of MPa to several GPa are required to shift
compositions by a few hundredths of a mole fraction (Fig. 3a; Powell et al.,
2018; Wheeler, 2018). But we have shown that incorporating non-ideal mixing
behavior increases those predicted magnitudes by up to an order of magnitude
(Fig. 3b). Consequently, more modest stresses of tens to a few hundred MPa
are predicted to shift compositions by several hundredths of a mole fraction
(Fig. 3b). Such variations are measurable via electron-probe microanalysis and
therefore may have practical applications.

5.3. Ternary and higher solid solutions

For binary solid solutions, composition increase or decrease with applied stress
can be qualitatively predicted just by considering the relative lattice dimensions
of the endmembers. For example, almandine garnet has a smaller molar volume
than grossular, and consequently, XAlm will increase with increasing compres-
sive stress. This phenomenon is known as the Gorsky effect (Gorsky, 1935), and
occurs because a mineral’s strain energy is relieved when larger components are
exchanged for smaller components in a stressed region. Consequently, in het-
erogeneously stressed minerals such as garnet, for example, smaller components
such as pyrope will preferentially diffuse toward higher stress regions while larger
components such as grossular will diffuse toward lower stress regions (Fig. 3). It
is possible that such patterns might be observed, for example, around stressed
inclusions in garnets.

While the Gorsky effect holds true in general, how each endmember behaves can
be less intuitive when additional endmembers are considered. We present results
for the first time of stress-induced composition changes in a solid solution with
more than two endmembers (Fig. 4). Our results indicate that when additional
endmembers are included, the predicted magnitude and even direction of each
endmember concentration can change. The changes in predicted compositions
occur because the lattice parameters and mixing behaviors of all endmembers
must interact to satisfy all relative chemical potentials within the mineral.

In the Py–Alm–Grs–Sps garnet solid solution, for example, pyrope, almandine,
and spessartine have similar molar volumes whereas grossular has a significantly
larger molar volume. One might expect then that with an increase in compres-
sive stress, XPy, XAlm, and XSps would all increase and XGrs would decrease.
Yet, at the conditions given in Fig. 4, only XPy increases while the mole frac-
tions of the other three endmembers decrease. Pyrope and grossular have the
largest changes in mole fraction as they have highly non-ideal mixing behav-
ior (White et al., 2014) and the largest molar volume difference. Therefore,
they experience the largest composition shifts under an applied stress (Fig. 4),
consistent with the Gorsky effect.

However, the composition changes of almandine and spessartine fall between
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pyrope and grossular because they behave relatively ideally with all endmem-
bers (White et al., 2014) and have molar volumes between pyrope and grossular
(Holland & Powell, 2011). Whether almandine and spessartine mole fractions
increase or decrease with applied stress can vary depending on the bulk compo-
sition and temperature. For example, for more almandine-rich garnets, alman-
dine can increase with applied stress. Consequently, it is important to model all
pertinent endmembers when determining stress-induced composition changes.

5.4. Preservation of stress-induced composition changes

Our results predict the internal composition that would minimize the free en-
ergy within an isotropic or anisotropic multi-component mineral under non-
hydrostatic stress. Any non-hydrostatically stressed multi-component mineral
could potentially record these stress-composition effects. However, whether they
develop and are preserved is dependent on factors such as diffusion rates, the
presence or absence of fluids, and deformation.

5.4.1. Diffusion rates, fluids, and deformation

If minerals are subject to a change in stress regime, intracrystalline diffusion
rates will determine whether stress-induced composition change will occur.
Thus, these effects are most likely to be seen where diffusion is comparatively
fast. For the minerals discussed here (garnet, omphacite, and plagioclase), this
will be in higher grade metamorphic settings that have temperatures sufficient
to facilitate appreciable intracrystalline diffusion. If there is insufficient time
for mineral grains to achieve their equilibrium compositions, frozen chemical
diffusion profiles with a few hundredths of mole fraction variation would be
observed. Such stress-induced diffusion profiles could also be examined and
offer not only insights about stress, but also time scales.

However, when considering the development and preservation of stress-induced
composition changes, we must also examine the possible role of fluids and
deformation. Fluid-driven processes such pressure solution (e.g., Alcantar et
al., 2003; Bernabé & Evans, 2014; Gratier, 1987; Lehner, 1990; Rutter, 1983)
and interface-coupled dissolution-reprecipitation reactions (ICDR; e.g., Ague &
Axler, 2016; Centrella et al., 2015; Harlov et al., 2011; Putnis, 2002; Putnis &
Austrheim, 2010; Putnis & John, 2010; Wintsch & Yi, 2002) could diminish or
remove any stress-induced compositional effects. While pressure solution is a
fundamentally important stress-driven mechanism, it is typically most prevalent
in the upper crust (Gratier et al., 2013; Lehner, 1990). Consequently, it is less
of a consideration at the higher metamorphic grades we consider here, although
exceptions are certainly observed (e.g., Smitt et al., 2011).

The process of ICDR, however, is common at higher metamorphic grades and
could eliminate slower diffusional stress-induced composition changes. When
infiltrating fluids are out of chemical equilibrium with a given mineral in a rock,
the fluids will tend to dissolve the mineral and replace it with a new phase or
phases with compositions dictated by the fluid chemistry. Nevertheless, there
are many cases where ICDR only partially replaces minerals (e.g., Ague & Axler,
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2016; Altree-Williams et al., 2015; Engvik et al., 2009; Geisler et al., 2007; Keller
& Ague, 2018; Plümper & Putnis, 2009; Rubatto et al., 2008), meaning that the
unreacted regions may still preserve stress-induced composition effects. Thus,
we suggest that stress-induced compositional variations could potentially be
preserved in environments where fluid-mediated dissolution and precipitation
operate, although it may be less probable.

In addition to fluid-mediated processes, non-hydrostatic stress at high meta-
morphic grades can lead to crystal plastic deformation. However, studies have
shown that the minerals we consider (garnet, omphacite, and plagioclase) are
exceptionally strong, especially when dry (e.g., Bystricky & Mackwell, 2001; Di-
manov et al., 1999; Karato et al., 1995; Li et al., 2006; Mei et al., 2010; Rybacki
& Dresen, 2004; Wang & Ji, 1999; Zhang & Green, 2007). Consequently, these
minerals are likely able to sustain non-hydrostatic stresses at high metamorphic
temperatures (e.g., 500-800 oC) with limited deformation. The strength of these
minerals increases the likelihood that stress-induced composition effects would
be preserved.

When fluids are absent (i.e., the rocks are dry) and the temperature is suffi-
ciently high, the types of stress-induced composition effects we calculate are
more likely to develop (Section 5.4.2). Nonetheless, we propose that while flu-
ids and deformation may act to eliminate stress-induced composition effects, in
many cases they may be partially preserved due to incomplete fluid-mediated
reactions and/or mineral strength.

5.4.2. Dry systems and the lower crust

Hot, dry rock comprising strong minerals such as lower crustal granulites offer an
ideal environment to test and apply our predictions. There are many examples
of exhumed dry lower crustal granulite facies rocks such as in the Lindås Nappe,
Norway, (e.g., Austrheim, 1987, 2013; Jamtveit et al., 2019; Petley-Ragan et
al., 2018; Putnis et al., 2017), the Athabasca granulite terrane (Orlandini et
al., 2019; Regan et al., 2014), Lofoten, Norway (e.g., Campbell et al., 2020;
Jamtveit et al., 2019; Menegon et al., 2021), the Musgraves Range, Australia
(Camacho et al., 1995; Menegon et al., 2021), and the Calabria Terrane, Italy
(Altenberger et al., 2013). These granulites all preserve pseudotachylites formed
by brittle failure, indicating that these rocks were extremely strong and resistant
to crystal plastic deformation. Brittle failure of granulite is thought to be a
mechanism for hydrating and weakening initially strong crust in orogenic wedges
(e.g., Austrheim, 2013; Jamtveit et al., 2019; Menegon et al., 2021; Petley-Ragan
et al., 2018). Consequently, there is great interest in understanding the stress
states in the lower crust and the role that they play in crustal rheology and
plate tectonics (Menegon et al., 2021). However, techniques that can quantify
the such stresses are limited.

We propose that these rocks are promising candidates for testing and applying
our predictions. They are dry, and the presence of pseudotachylites suggests
that they sustained hundreds of MPa or more of differential stresses (e.g., Camp-
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bell et al., 2020; Jamtveit et al., 2019; Menegon et al., 2021). Additionally, they
are at temperatures that allow for appreciable intracrystalline diffusion, and
they often contain the same minerals that we model in this study (garnet, pla-
gioclase, and pyroxene). Stress-induced compositional effects would be best
preserved in granulites that were exhumed relatively rapidly (e.g., Granulitge-
birge Massif, Germany; Müller et al., 2015). Being able to constrain the stress
states in deep granulitic rocks would provide valuable insights into the evolution
of lower crustal rocks prior to and during subduction and ultimate continental
amalgamation. Consequently, Larché-Cahn theory could be used to provide
constraints for important geodynamic models and tectonic processes.

6. Free energy imbalance and entropy production

The Larché-Cahn equation assumes that the interior of a multi-component solid
will tend toward uniform relative chemical potentials, as this satisfies the varia-
tional calculus used to derive Larché and Cahn’s (1973) equilibrium conditions.
However, the process by which equilibrium is satisfied (i.e., diffusion) is an ir-
reversible process. For an irreversible process such as diffusion to occur under
isothermal conditions, the free energy change must be negative, and the entropy
production must be positive.

For a substitutional crystalline solid undergoing simultaneous deformation and
chemical diffusion in an isothermal system with constant composition, the
Helmholtz free energy imbalance can be modeled as follows (after Gurtin et al.,
2010, eq. 65.9 and p. 406):

̇𝜓R − T𝑅•Ḟ + hR • ∇𝜇𝐼−𝐾 ≤ 0#(4)where 𝜓 is the Helmholtz free energy (J
mol-1), T is the Piola stress tensor (Pa m3 mol-1), F is the deformation gra-
dient tensor (dimensionless), h is the vector of species flux per unit area, 𝜇𝐼−𝐾
is the relative chemical potential between species I and K (J mol-1), the accent
dot represents the time derivative, and the subscript R indicates the material
(Lagrangian) frame.

The free energy imbalance expression follows from the definition of Helmholtz
free energy 𝜓 ≡ 𝐸 − 𝑇 𝑆, where E is internal energy, T is absolute temperature,
and S is entropy. The second term on the left-hand side of Eq. (4) represents
the temporal evolution of internal energy in the deforming solid, and the third
term is the product of T and the entropy production due to diffusion in the
solid. The species flux term, hR, in equation (4) can be replaced with Fick’s
law of diffusion written in terms of relative chemical potential (after Gurtin
et al., 2010, equation 72.25): hR= −M𝑅∇𝜇𝐼−𝐾#(5)where M is the mobility
tensor, which is isotropic (a scalar) for the case of cubic symmetry. The negative
sign in front of M𝑅 indicates that diffusion occurs from high to low relative
chemical potentials. Substitution of equation (5) with isotropic mobility (𝑀𝑅)
into equation (4) yields the following free energy imbalance expression required
for a real process to occur
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̇𝜓R − T𝑅•Ḟ + (−𝑀𝑅 |∇ (𝜇𝐼−𝐾)|2) ≤ 0#(6)

where |∇ (𝜇𝐼−𝐾)| is the vector magnitude of ∇ (𝜇𝐼−𝐾).
The third term in equation (6) is the product of the entropy production and
𝑇 ; consequently, we can isolate this term to show that entropy production is
positive, for example, for a binary isotropic solid. For this case, we can replace
the relative chemical potential with the difference in molar chemical potentials
of the two endmembers defined at the mean stress (see section 5.2). Thus:

|∇ (𝜇𝐼−𝐾)|2 = ∇ (𝜇𝐼 − 𝜇𝐾) • ∇ (𝜇𝐼 − 𝜇𝐾) = |∇ (𝜇𝐼 − 𝜇𝐾)|2

which yields

𝑇 ̇𝑆R = 𝑀𝑅 |∇ (𝜇𝐼 − 𝜇𝐾)|2

As a consequence, the entropy production can be written as

̇𝑆R = 𝑀𝑅|∇(𝜇𝐼−𝜇𝐾)|2
𝑇 #(7)

Because 𝑀R ≥ 0, 𝑇 ≥ 0, and |∇ (𝜇𝐼 − 𝜇𝐾)|2 ≥ 0, equation (7) shows that the
entropy production is greater than or equal to zero, as required by the Second
Law of Thermodynamics. Nonetheless, a recent analysis states that Larché-
Cahn theory can give rise to negative entropy production (Tajčmanová et al.,
2021). However, their analysis uses the barycentric formulation (J kg-1) for the
chemical potentials in equation (4) and the molar formulation (J mol-1) for the
chemical potentials in Fick’s law (equation (5)). The way that kg and moles are
mixed in the treatment of Tajčmanová et al. (2021) leads to contradictory results
that contravene the dissipation inequality. In contrast, if consistent units are
used, entropy production due to diffusion is always positive for both the molar
(equation (7)) and barycentric formulations as expected (de Groot & Mazur,
1962; Gurtin et al., 2010). We note that this holds true for non-isothermal
processes as well, as is described in standard texts.

Entropy production arguments alone, therefore, cannot be used to distinguish
between the formulations. Instead, admissible formulations for modeling dif-
fusion in crystalline solids must be the one(s) that satisfy the additional con-
straints imposed by the network model (Gurtin et al., 2010). The molar for-
mulation is naturally consistent with these constraints (Brady, 1975; Howard
& Lidiard, 1964). On the other hand, the unconstrained barycentric formula-
tion, although perfectly appropriate for fluids, is not (Cahn & Larché, 1983).
These differences lead to sharply contrasting results. For example, the barycen-
tric approach employed without network constraints predicts that components
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will stratify by density, meaning that components with high densities will pref-
erentially diffuse toward high stress regions (e.g., in Fig. 4, almandine and
spessartine would increase with applied stress while pyrope and grossular de-
crease). This is by analogy with fluids such as the atmosphere, which stratify
by density in Earth’s gravity field owing to body forces (Tajčmanová et al.,
2021). In contrast, the molar approach predicts that components with smaller
molar volumes will diffuse toward high stress regions to reduce the strain energy
arising from surface forces (Fig. 4), consistent with the Gorksy effect (Gorsky,
1935). These predicted behaviors are at strong variance, but ultimately provide
testable predictions for future work.

7. Conclusions

Larché and Cahn (1973, 1978a, 1978b, 1982, 1985) offer a foundational basis for
investigating the effects of stress on the thermodynamics of multi-component,
elastic solids. In their work, they derive an equation that quantitatively links
stresses to the compositions of multi-component solids. This equation, which
we refer to as the Larché-Cahn equation (equation (2)), allows compositions to
be calculated for solid solutions with any number of endmembers under arbi-
trary stress states. Intracrystalline diffusion is the mechanism by which stress-
induced composition changes will take place. We show that diffusion following
Larché-Cahn theory leads to negative free energy change and positive entropy
production, as required for any real process. Thus, the Larché-Cahn theory is
feasible for calculating stress-induced composition changes.

Powell et al. (2018) and Wheeler (2018) applied the Larché-Cahn equation to
binary solid solutions assuming ideal mixing behavior. Their results indicated
that hundreds of MPa to GPa stress variations were needed to alter mineral
compositions by a few hundredths of a mole fraction. However, important as-
pects of solid solutions such as non-ideal behavior and additional endmembers
were not considered.

Here, we have both incorporated non-ideal mixing behavior into the Larché-
Cahn equation and extended its use beyond binary solid solutions. Our results
show that non-ideal mixing behavior increases calculated stress-induced compo-
sition changes by up to an order of magnitude, depending on how near a solid
solution is to a solvus. Consequently, stresses on the order of tens to a few
hundred MPa may be all that is required to shift the composition of common
metamorphic minerals (e.g., garnet, clinopyroxene, and plagioclase) by several
hundredths of a mole fraction or more. Further, when additional endmembers
are considered (e.g., the common Py–Alm–Grs–Sps garnet solid-solution), the
calculated magnitude and sometimes even the direction of stress-induced compo-
sition change is altered relative to a binary calculation. For example, almandine
would increase with applied stress in an Alm–Grs binary, but if pyrope is also
considered, almandine would be predicted to decrease instead (Fig. 4). As such,
a full treatment that considers non-ideal mixing behavior and all pertinent solid
solution endmembers is required to model stress-induced composition changes.
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It is entirely feasible that the Larché-Cahn equation can be used in reverse
to infer stresses from preserved mineral compositions. Wheeler (2018) pro-
posed in particular that crystallographic anisotropy can be exploited as
anisotropic minerals will have different compositions as a function of orienta-
tion. Stress-induced composition changes are most likely to be observed in
non-hydrostatically stressed rocks that were hot, dry, and composed of strong
minerals. Therefore, we propose that pyroxenes and plagioclase in dry, lower
crustal granulite facies rocks offer a promising environment to test and apply
the Larché-Cahn equation to infer paleo stresses. There is presently great
interest in the stress states that lower crustal granulites experience since the
transition from strong, dry lower crust to weaker, hydrous lithologies is thought
to be an important control on crustal rheology (e.g., Jamtveit et al., 2019;
Menegon et al., 2021). Therefore, the Larché-Cahn equation offers exciting
new prospects for determining the magnitudes of non-hydrostatic stress in vital
lithospheric settings such as lower crustal granulites.
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Figure 1. The network model. a) A generic crystal lattice where all the sites
are filled by either yellow or blue atoms or vacancies (v). The lattice sites are
independent of which species occupy the sites. b) The movement of one species
is always coupled to the movement of another to conserve the lattice sites. Even
though a vacancy is the absence of an atom on a site, that absence still adds
energy to the system and so can be effectively treated as a species with a defined
energy and position. The relative chemical potential quantifies the change in
energy resulting from the coupled exchange of any two species on a given lattice
site. c) Final state after exchanges have occurred. The total number of lattice
sites and species are preserved.

Figure 2. Conceptual example of stress-induced composition change in a gar-
net. a) Garnet comprising 0.8 mole fraction pyrope (XPy) and 0.2 mole fraction
grossular (XGrs) at equilibrium with a chemical reservoir that fixes the relative
chemical potential at 1 GPa and 600 oC. b) A uniaxial stress is uniformly ap-
plied to the entire garnet, increasing the strain energy. The garnet is no longer
in equilibrium with the surroundings. c) Garnet reduces its strain energy by
exchanging the larger Ca2+ cation for the smaller Mg2+ cation. The exchange
also increases the chemical energy of the garnet in the process. d) The diffu-
sive exchange of Ca2+ for Mg2+ continues until the decrease in strain energy
in the garnet from making the exchange is equal to the increase in chemical en-
ergy. At this point, the garnet is once more in equilibrium with the surrounding
chemical reservoir as the total energy of the garnet cannot be reduced further
via composition change. For a final applied stress of -0.5 GPa (negative stress
is compressive), the composition is XPy = 0.851 and XGrs = 0.149. Figure
designed after Voorhees and Johnson (2004) figure 16.

Figure 3. Composition change in solid solution binaries for given applied
stresses at a fixed relative chemical potential from a reference pressure of 1 GPa.
Part (a) uses ideal activity models whereas (b) incorporates non-ideal activity
models for pyrope–almandine (Py–Alm) and pyrope–grossular (Py–Grs) garnet
(Grt), jadeite–diopside (Jd–Di) clinopyroxene (Cpx), and anorthite–albite (An–
Ab) plagioclase (Plag) feldspar. The composition change is shown for the former
member of each solid solution (e.g., pyrope in Py–Alm). Results are given for
all three crystallographic axes of clinopyroxene and plagioclase. There is only
one result for each garnet binary as garnet is structurally isotropic. The cal-
culations use 600 oC for garnet and plagioclase and 750 oC for clinopyroxene.
Activity models: garnet, White et al. (2014); clinopyroxene, Green et al. (2016);
plagioclase, Holland et al. (2003). Lattice parameters for garnet are from Hol-
land and Powell (2011) using their equation of state at the given reference P
and T. Lattice parameters for clinopyroxene are from Zhao et al. (1997, 1998)
using their experimental data at 1.36 GPa and 600 oC. Lattice parameters for
plagioclase are from Brown et al. (2016) at room P and T. Initial compositions
are XPy = 0.5 for Py–Alm, XPy = 0.75 for Py–Grs, XJd = 0.37 for Jd–Di, and
XAn = 0.62 for An–Ab.

Figure 4. Composition change with applied stress in a quaternary garnet solid
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solution. The equilibrium composition of a garnet with pyrope–almandine–
grossular–spessartine (Py–Alm–Grs–Sps) solid solution is plotted against ap-
plied uniaxial stress where negative stress is compressive and positive stress is
extensional. The reference pressure and temperature are 1 GPa and 600 oC, and
the initial composition is XPy = XAlm = 0.45 and XGrs = XSps = 0.05. The
activity model is from White et al. (2014). The lattice parameters are from the
Holland and Powell (2011) dataset using their equation of state at the reference
pressure and temperature.
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